**Code Stack!** Item# 19008

**Can You Figure Out the Words?**

There’s a problem with family word games: The player who knows the most words usually wins. So we designed Code Stack!™ for people of different ages and vocabularies (like parents and kids) to play together. Stack up colorful discs to make words in a simple code, then race to figure out your opponents’ words. Young players guess shorter words and older players guess longer words, so it’s not how many words you know that matters. Code Stack! features rules for four games (including solitaire), all using the same clever coding system. Can you crack the code?

**Clack!** Item# 18002

**The Magnets Clack as They Stack**

Yellow stars! Red lightning bolts! Blue footprints . . . where are they? Spread out the magnetic discs, roll the dice, and scramble to match the picture and the color. Make a match, grab a disc, and use its magnetic clack to build a stack. Keeping score is easy just line up the stacks to see whose tower is tallest.

**DEJA VU** Item# 18409

**Is Seeing Believing?**

I could swear I’ve seen that before...or have I? Flip over a card and look at the images, then flip over another. When you think you’re seeing something for the second time, grab the matching object from the table. Your memory can play tricks on you in the first round because many objects look similar, but it’s even trickier as play continues and you’re seeing objects again and again. . . . or are you?

**DOUBLE DOWN** Item# 18410

**The Game Where Doubles Are Trouble**

This simple, yet satisfying, card game makes a little math go a long way. Players take turns adding cards to the stack, increasing the total as they play. Every time they double down (make a total of 11, 22, 33, etc.) or go over 99 they lose a chip. Action cards double the fun, switching the direction of play or forcing other players to play an extra card. As the total rises so does the tension, until the last player holding a chip wins the game.
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